Traditional slot filling in natural language understanding (NLU) predicts a one-hot vector for each word. This form of label representation lacks semantic correlation modelling, which leads to severe data sparsity problem, especially when adapting an NLU model to a new domain. To address this issue, a novel label embedding based slot filling framework is proposed in this paper. Here, distributed label embedding is constructed for each slot using prior knowledge. Three encoding methods are investigated to incorporate different kinds of prior knowledge about slots: atomic concepts, slot descriptions, and slot exemplars. The proposed label embeddings tend to share text patterns and reuses data with different slot labels. This makes it useful for adaptive NLU with limited data. Also, since label embedding is independent of NLU model, it is compatible with almost all deep learning based slot filling models. The proposed approaches are evaluated on three datasets. Experiments on single domain and domain adaptation tasks show that label embedding achieves significant performance improvement over traditional one-hot label representation as well as advanced zero-shot approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION
N OWDAYS, the development of mobile internet and smart devices has led to the tremendous growth of conversational dialogue systems, such as Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, Apple Siri and Microsoft Cortana. Natural language understanding (NLU) is a key component of these systems, parsing user's utterances into the corresponding semantic representations [1] for certain narrow domains (e.g., booking restaurant, searching flight). As a main task of NLU, slot filling is typically treated as a sequence labelling problem in which contiguous sequences of words are tagged with semantic labels (slots) [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] .
Deep learning has achieved great success for the slot filling task in NLU [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , outperforming most traditional approaches [4] , [12] . However, deep learning is notorious for performing poorly with limited labelled data. This is called the data sparsity problem, which usually refers to limited data samples of feature-label pairs. In many supervised learning tasks (e.g., part-of-speech tagging, named-entity recognition), the data sparsity problem mainly lies on feature Su space since their label spaces are fixed. However, the NLU slot-filling task is domain-specific, and the output semantic labels are defined for all possible semantic scopes of the domain. This brings about label space data sparsity, which is an even more serious problem in NLU slot-filling task:
• The label space of slot-filling task defined in each domain is distinct from others. Therefore, it is a challenge to exploit data of different domains efficiently. • Narrow domains are increasingly popular in commercial dialogue systems. Growing narrow domains lead to fine-grained semantic labels (slots). For example, domain WEATHER concerns city_name, while domain TRAVEL makes a distinction between arrival_city and departure_city.
To mitigate the label space data sparsity problem, a label embedding based method for slot filling in NLU is proposed. The label embedding is driven by prior knowledge about slot definitions, which implicates relations of different semantic labels and promotes the adaptive training of slot filling. It changes the representation of each semantic label from the one-hot vector to a distributed one. For example, slots arrival_city and departure_city are orthogonal in one-hot vector space, but partially the same in the city dimension. Label embedding implicating relations of slots could share patterns and reuse the data of associated slots.
Unlike input word embeddings [13] , [14] which could be trained with a large number of unlabelled text corpora, label embeddings involve prior knowledge from domain experts or developers. Three kinds of human knowledge and the corresponding encoding methods are investigated in this paper: atomic concept, slot description encoding and slot exemplar encoding. The atomic concept refers to a pulverized slot, which is smaller semantic unit than the slot, e.g., the atomic concepts of slot arrival_city can be destination and city_name. The slot description literally interprets each slot in natural language, e.g., slot arrival_city can be described as "city name of the destination". The slot exemplar is an annotation example for each slot.
The atomic concept is initially proposed in our previous work [15] , while label is not represented as an embedding vector there. Here, we exploit label embedding independent of NLU model, which can be compatible with most deep learning-based slot-filling models. To further model the temporal dependencies of labels, a new label transition module based on label embedding is also proposed within the conditional random field (CRF) [16] . Our proposed framework is evaluated on DSTC 2&3 [17] and SNIPS [18] benchmarks and a custom dataset (AICar), outperforming all baselines significantly.
The following section discusses how our method relates to the previous works. We also introduce the slot filling task in section III. Then, we describe the details of label embeddings for slot filling in section IV and V. The results of the extensive experiments are given in section VI. We conclude and give some future research directions in section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Standard approaches to solving the data sparsity problem of slot filling include semi-supervised learning [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , domain adaptation [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] and zero-shot learning [32] , [33] , [34] , [35] , [36] , [37] . The semi-supervised learning and domain adaptation (mostly parameters sharing) methods focus on improving the coverage of feature space while not label space. The zero-shot learning methods involve ontological descriptions to enhance the slot filling. However, Ferreira et al. [32] and Yazdani et al. [33] made an assumption that all possible values of each slot are known, which is not practical for real-world applications. Our methods seek to interpret semantic labels (slots) in multiple dimensions where relations of slots can be inferred implicitly. It helps data reuse for different labels and domains.
Label embeddings for SLU have been introduced in several works. Chen et al. [34] exploit label embedding for intent detection but not suitable for slot filling. Some works choose to extract label embeddings from data samples [38] , [39] , [40] , [41] by exploiting words of values tagged with a semantic label, but they only focus on the corresponding values. We consider both the value and context information in the slot exemplar encoding. Concept tagger [35] and zero-shot adaptive transfer [36] also incorporate slot embeddings from slot descriptions for the slot filling. However, they proposed a slotindependent conditional layer to predict the existence for each slot one by one, which would take more time for training and inference. Moreover, it is not possible for modelling the time series dependence of different slots in those methods. We propose label embeddings for slot filling without changing the basic workflow, which overcomes the above issues.
III. SLOT FILLING IN NLU
Slot filling is a major task of natural language understanding (NLU) in task-oriented dialogue systems, which automatically extracts a set of attributes or "slots", and the corresponding values. It is typically treated as a sequence labelling problem. An example of data annotation is provided in Fig. 1 . It follows the popular inside/outside/beginning (IOB) schema, where Boston and New York are the departure and arrival cities specified as the slot values in the user's utterance, respectively. In this paper, we use the word tag to refer to the semantic label in IOB schema, which is different from slot. In this section, we will sequentially introduce the slot filling in NLU for single domain and domain adaptation.
A. Single Domain
Let w = (w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w N ) denote an input sequence (words), and t = (t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t N ) denote its output sequence (tags) in domain d, where N is the sequence length and t i is one of the predefined tags, i.e. t i ∈ T d . Let T d denote all possible labels of domain d. t i would be represented as a onehot vector, o(t i ), in conventional methods. The slot filling in NLU is to estimate p(t|w), the posterior probability of output sequence t given input w.
Recently, motivated by a number of successful neural network and deep learning methods in natural language processing, many neural network architectures have been applied in this task, such as vanilla recurrent neural network (RNN) [5] , [42] , [43] , [44] , convolutional neural network (CNN) [8] , [45] , long short-term memory (LSTM) [7] , [46] , [47] , [48] , encoder-decoder [10] , [6] , [49] , [9] . Bi-directional LSTM based RNN (BLSTM) is adopted in this paper. Every input word is mapped to a vector via w i = W in o(w i ), where W in is an embedding matrix and o(w i ) a one-hot vector. Hidden vectors are recursively computed at the i-th time step via:
where [·; ·] denotes vector concatenation, h i ∈ R 2n (n is the hidden size), f lstm and b lstm are the LSTM functions for forward and backward passes respectively. At each time step, a linear output layer is applied to predict tags, i.e.
where W o ∈ R |T d |×2n denotes trainable parameters of the output layer (bias is omitted). In the following sections, prior knowledge driven label embeddings will be included in W o . 1) BLSTM-softmax: The posterior probability is factorized:
where o(t i ) is a one-hot vector with a dimension for tag t i , so softmax(z i ) o(t i ) is precisely the t i -th element of the distribution defined by the softmax function.
2) BLSTM-CRF: To model the time series dependence of output labels, several methods based on encoder-decoder architectures [9] , [10] , [6] , [49] are proposed for slot filling. Besides that, CRF output layer can jointly decode the best chain of labels for a given input sentence [50] , [51] , [52] . The CRF output layer calculates the posterior probability at the sentence level:
The score of a sentence w along with a path of tags t is given by the sum of transition scores and network scores: where A ∈ R |T d |×|T d | is a transition matrix, and its element [A] m,n modelling the transition from the m-th to the n-th label for a pair of consecutive time steps. The maximum likelihood estimation is used for training, and the negative log-likelihood is given by
. Decoding is to search for the label sequence t * with the highest posterior probability, i.e.
The searching is time independent for the softmax output function, while it can be solved efficiently by adopting the Viterbi algorithm for the CRF output layer.
B. Domain Adaptation
Domain adaptation can alleviate the data sparsity problem of slot filling by taking advantage of data from other domains, such as feature augmentation [23] , parameters sharing [24] , [25] , [26] , and bag of experts [27] , [28] .
Sharing parameters for different domains is a popular approach to transferring knowledge learned from source domains to a target domain. Suppose we have a set of source domains, D src , and a target domain td. We mix all data of D src to pretrain a slot filling model, then fine-tune the model by using data of td. The pre-training procedure can be implemented only once for different target domains.
In the pre-training stage, different domains in D src may not be able to share the output layer fully. Because each narrow domain has a closed and limited semantic space which is different from others. It may lead to conflicts of data annotation. Several examples of disputes between different domains (e.g., DSTC2 V.S. DSTC3) are shown in Table I .
Therefore, the output layer should be masked at different positions, according to which domain the training data is from. For all the source domains, we have a union of labels, T src = d∈Dsrc T d . Therefore, the output matrix is scaled up to W src o ∈ R |Tsrc|×2n , and the transition matrix is A src ∈ R |Tsrc|×|Tsrc| . For each domain d ∈ D src , there is mask vector m d ∈ R |Tsrc| :
where each t j ∈ T src is covered. It is used to control the output for domain d by ignoring all labels out of this domain and replacing Equation (1) with:
At the beginning of the fine-tuning stage of the target domain td, parameters are copied from the model pre-trained in the source domains for initialization. The word embedding matrix and BLSTM parameters are retained, while the output and transition matrices are copied partially:
[·] j denotes the j-th row of a matrix or vector.
IV. WHY LABEL EMBEDDING?
As illustrated in Equation (1), there is a score estimates how possible each label t j is to appear at the i-th time step,
, before the softmax or CRF function. If we consider an alternate low-rank decomposition of (9) can be rewritten as
B is a matrix corresponding to the lookup table of label embeddings, and C is a matrix of linear transformation, which respectively map the label t i and features h i into a joint space.
Imagining that there are already pre-trained or pre-defined label embeddings which reflect relations (similarities and differences) among labels, the model learned from labelled data may even be adapted to labels never exist in the data. It can help reduce the size of required in-domain data, enabling developers to bootstrap new domains quickly.
V. LABEL EMBEDDING FOR SLOT FILLING
In this section, we will introduce the proposed slot-filling method based on label embeddings, representing each output tag as a distributed vector. However, unlike word embeddings [13] , [14] which can be pre-trained with a large number of unlabelled text corpora, data with semantic labels is very limited and in the face of the label space sparsity issue. We derive label embeddings from semantic definitions of certain domains. Three kinds of prior knowledge about slot definitions are investigated as well as the corresponding encoding methods: atomic concept, slot description and slot exemplar.
Since the label (tag) of slot filling is in IOB format, we make a simple notation to split tag into IOB and slot. For each tag t (e.g., "B-from city"), IOB(t) gets the IOB symbol (e.g., "B"), and SLOT(t) returns the slot name (e.g., "from city"). Note that SLOT("O") returns null.
A. Atomic Concept
Atomic concept assumes that there are substructures with smaller semantic units for semantic slots. It is a pure prior knowledge that each slot is represented as a set of atoms. The atomic concepts are pulverized slots and much smaller Table II . Atomic concepts are not automatically defined, which are designed manually by domain experts or developers. Atomic concepts can be classified into two categories, one is valueaware, and the other is context-aware. The value-aware atom is often a category name of values, e.g., "New York" is city name. Context-aware atoms reflect implicit dependencies around the targeted value, e.g., to location depends on context like "going to", "fly to", "arrive at", as shown in Fig. 2 . Modelling on the atomic concept helps find out the linguistic patterns of related slots by atom sharing, and it can even decrease the required amount of data.
1) Single Domain: We represent each slot s of domain d as a set of atomic concepts, i.e. atoms(s) = {a 1 , · · · , a Ms }, a l ∈ A d , where A d is the vocabulary of atomic concepts and M s is the number of atomic concepts belong to this slot. Thus, each slot can be viewed as a binary vector, b(atoms(s)) with length of |A d |, while b(atoms(SLOT("O"))) = 0. Due to the IOB schema, the label embedding consists of two parts, 3dimensional IOB one-hot vector and a binary vector of atoms, as illustrated in Fig. 3 (a) . The label embedding of tag t is
Finally, a label embedding matrix for domain d is created,
where C d ∈ R (3+|A d |)×2n denotes trainable parameters of the output layer, but B d is fixed as a kind of prior knowledge.
2) Domain Adaptation: Similar to subsection III-B, the domain adaptation with atomic concepts is also introduced as follows. For all the source domains, we have a union of atoms,
for each a j ∈ A src ∪ IOB. It is used to ignore the atomic concepts out of domain d and replace Equation (6) with: For fine-tuning in the target domain td, the word embedding matrix and BLSTM parameters are still retained. The
for each a j ∈ A td ∪ IOB. Thus, we calculate output scores of the target domain as
Composition of atomic concepts for each slot provides an explicit interpretation about slot relations. However, it requires a large number of human efforts to design atomic concepts carefully, and it is hard to keep them universal for different domains.
B. Slot Description Encoding
In this method, we assume that there is a textual description for each slot in natural language. It is also pre-defined by domain experts or developers but with less human labors than the atomic concept. For example, deny-to_city can be described as "not this arrival city". The descriptions of relative slots may include same, synonymous and even antonymous words, which can help reveal the relation between different slots. Thus, we can extract label embeddings literally from slot descriptions.
Unlike the label embedding bound to atomic concepts, an encoder is required to convert literal slot descriptions of variable lengths into fixed dimension vectors, as delineated in Fig. 3 (b) . Suppose each slot s has a description, desc(s) = x 1 · · · x Ls , where L s is the sequence length. Three encoders are applied: simple mean operation of word embeddings, BLSTM and CNN models. We will introduce them in a single domain, then clarify how to make domain adaptation with slot description-based label embeddings. 
where unit(v) = v ||v|| gets the unit l 2 norm of vector v, which enforces slot embeddings in a limited scale. 2) BLSTM Encoder: The hidden vectors of BLSTM encoder are recursively computed at the l-th time step via:
where f lstm and b lstm are the LSTM functions for forward and backward passes respectively. We concatenate the final hidden vectors of bi-direction to be the slot embedding, i.e.
3) CNN Encoder: CNN is also a typical model to encode a sequence of words into a fixed-dimensional vector [53] . A linear transformation is applied on a window of k words to produce a set of new features (we set k = 3 in this work). To avoid that the window size is larger than the sequence length, zero-padding is used on both sides of the input sequence. After processing all possible windows of words, we get a sequence of new feature vectors. A max-over-time pooling operation [54] is applied over new features, which takes the maximum value of each row to form as the final features c. Thus, CNN(desc(s)) = unit(c)
4) Single Domain and Domain Adaptation: With one of these three encoders, we can encode the description of a slot as a vector. Thus, the label embedding of tag t ∈ T d is emb(t) = [o(IOB(t)); ENCODER(desc(SLOT(t)))] (20) where ENCODER can be mean, BLSTM and CNN, emb(t) ∈ R K , K is the embedding length. Note that emb("O") = 0.
For any domain d ∈ D src ∪ {td}, we get a label embedding matrix, B d ∈ R K×|T d | , and [B d ] t = emb(t) for any t ∈ T d . Both Equation (1) and (6) can be rewritten as
where z i ∈ R |T d | , C ∈ R K×2n denotes trainable parameters of the output layer, but B d is computed by the slot description encoder on domain d. Since the encoder is domain-independent, C and the encoder can also be fully shared across domains, as well as the sentence BLSTM which produces h i . This method requires an unstructured short-text to describe each slot, which is easier to be obtained, while the involved label encoders may take more time for computation. 
C. Slot Exemplar Encoding
In this method, we propose to extract label embeddings from slot exemplars which contain values of each slot and their neighbor contexts, as shown in Fig. 3 (c) . An exemplar of slot s can be a sentence e = e 1 · · · e |e| and the "(start, end)" positions (sp, ep) for annotation of the slot, i.e. e sp:ep is a value of s. For example, one exemplar of slot from_city is "flights leaving New York to Shanghai", and "New York" at positions (3, 4) is its value. Two methods are introduced to obtain label embedding by encoding slot exemplars, which utilize words embeddings and language models. 1) Word Embeddings: Every word in the exemplar sentence is mapped to a vector via e j = W e o(e j ), where W e is a word embedding matrix and o(e j ) is a one-hot vector. To specify the value and context information of the slot, we split the exemplar sentence into three segmentations, left context, value and right context, as illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) . Then, word embeddings in these three parts are respectively averaged and concatenated, composing the slot embedding emb(s) = unit([ave(e <sp ); ave(e sp:ep ); ave(e >ep )]) (22) where ave(e <sp ) and ave(e >ep ) are zero vectors when sp = 1 and ep = |e| respectively.
2) Language Models: Different from word embeddings, LSTM based bidirectional language models (biLMs) [55] directly encode context information into hidden states. The input sentence e = e 1 · · · e |e| is converted into two sequences of hidden vectors ( − → u 1:|e| , ← − u 1:|e| ) by forward and backward LMs respectively, as shown in Fig. 4 (b) . Since hidden states already contain information of history and current word, we use the hidden vectors at positions ranging from sp to ep to compose the slot embedding:
3) Single Domain and Domain Adaptation: Now, we can encode the exemplars of any slot as a vector (if there are multiple exemplars for one slot, an average is taken). Thus, the label embedding of tag t ∈ T d is
where emb(t) ∈ R K , K is the embedding length, and emb(SLOT("O")) = 0.
For any domain d ∈ D src ∪{td}, we get the label embedding matrix, B d ∈ R K×|T d | , and [B d ] t = emb(t) for any t ∈ T d . Both Equation (1) and (6) can be rewritten as
where z i ∈ R |T d | , C ∈ R K×2n denotes trainable parameters of the output layer which can be shared across domains. However, B d is computed by using pre-trained word embeddings or biLMs in this paper, which will be fixed. This method requires minimal prior knowledge which is some kind of labeled data sample, while it may heavily rely on the quality of pre-trained word embeddings or biLMs.
D. Label Embedding-based CRF Layer
The typical linear-chain CRF provides the transition between a pair of labels as a scalar score, as shown in Equation (4). However, prior knowledge about slots is not exploited in the traditional transition matrix of CRF layer. We propose a new transition model of CRF Layer depending on label embeddings for slot filling. It calculates the transition score using a bilinear model. The transition score of two tags t i−1 and t i in Equation (4) is computed via:
where
The parameters of W a are domain independent and can be fully shared across domains. In the inference stage, A d is computed only once per domain. Compared with the traditional linear-chain CRF whose transition scores are initialized as independent scalars and learned from scratch, we compute transition scores by matching label embeddings of start and end tags. Our model could transfer the knowledge about label transition by utilizing implicit slot relations in label embeddings. Besides the bilinear model, there are other alternatives, like attention mechanism [56] , [57] , multi-head attention [58] .
VI. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first introduce the datasets and baselines used. Then, Section VI-C gives the details of experimental setup. In section VI-D, we compare the performance of our proposed methods with traditional slot filling methods. There is almost no slot overlap among these domains, yet the slots are partially associated, e.g., MAP has slot starting_point, WEATHER has city_name, and FLIGHT has departure_city. • SNIPS: It is a public NLU dataset [18] of crowdsourced user utterances across 7 intents and about 2000 training samples per intent. It contains natural language corpus collected in a crowdsourced fashion to benchmark the performance of voice assistants. All of the datasets are annotated with slot labels 1 . The detailed statistics of each dataset are shown in Table III . The language of DSTC 2&3 and SNIPS is English, and AICar is in Chinese. To avoid Chinese word segmentation errors [59] , the slot filling annotation of AICar is at Chinese-character level.
B. Baselines
We compare with one traditional method, two label embedding methods and two zero-shot learning based approaches:
• One-hot: A 2-layer BLSTM model and one linear output layer (CRF layer is optional) for slot filling, as shown in Section III. Each label is discrete and represented as a one-hot vector in this method. • Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) label embedding [38] : CCA is exploited to induce slot vector by analysis cooccurrences of slots and words, i.e. words tagged with the corresponding slots. • Value word embedding [39] : We take the average of pretrained embeddings of the value words for slot embedding, while ignoring the context words.
• Concept Tagger (CT) [35] and Zero-shot Adaptive Transfer (ZAT) [36] : These two zero-shot methods also condition slot filling on textual slot descriptions, which have a contextual BLSTM layer and slot dependent BLSTM layer. However, they predict an IOB sequence for each slot, which may lead to overlapped segmentation and cost more time.
C. Experimental Setup 1) Label embeddings of slot filling: Three different approaches to extracting label embeddings are investigated in this paper, via atomic concepts, slot descriptions and slot exemplars, which involve different degrees of human knowledge. Table III also provides the detailed statistics of label representations. For atomic concepts, we act as domain experts to manually split each slot into small units for all five domains, e.g., deny-starting_point is split into "deny", "from location" and "poi name". As an extension of DSTC2, DSTC3 contains 6 new atoms that constitute about 25% of slot tags. For slot descriptions, we leverage tokenized slot names since each slot name is already a meaningful phrase in the datasets, e.g., deny-starting_point is described as "deny starting point". The training data can be directly exploited as data exemplars for the corresponding slots.
2) Network Hyper-parameters: The experimental setup was kept the same for all three datasets with minor adjustments in hyper-parameters. We adopt a 2-layer BLSTM model to encode sentences with 200 hidden units. For training, the network parameters are randomly initialized under the uniform distribution [−0.2, 0.2]. We use optimizer Adam [60] with learning rate 0.001 for all experiments. The dropout with a probability of 0.5 is applied to the non-recurrent connections during the training stage. The batch size is 20 for domain DSTC2, MAP and WEATHER, 5 for domain DSTC3 and FLIGHT, and 10 for SNIPS. The maximum norm for gradient clipping is set to 5, and we use weight decay regularization on all weights with lambda=1e-6 to avoid over-fitting.
3) Network Input Embeddings: We exploit pre-trained word embeddings to initialize the input embedding layers. For AICar, we train an LSTM based bidirectional language models (biLMs) at Chinese-character level by using zhwiki 2 corpus. The embedding dimension is 200. For DSTC 2&3 and SNIPS, we directly adopt a pre-trained biLMs of ELMo [55] in English 3 . The word embedding dimension is 1024. 4) Encoder of slot exemplars: The pre-trained input embeddings and BiLMs are also exploited to compute label embeddings based on slot exemplars, as shown in Section V-C. In this paper, we choose to fix the encoder of slot exemplars to reduce training cost. Therefore, the performance of slot filling based on slot exemplars may heavily rely on qualities of the pre-trained BiLMs.
5) Data settings of domain adaptation: To evaluate the efficiency of different methods in leveraging data, we set up a domain adaptation problem. In DSTC 2&3, DSTC2 is source domain, and DSTC3 is target domain. In AICar, we choose each domain as the target one and the rest two domains as source domains. Moreover, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80 percent of the training data in the target domain are randomly selected to simulate low resource settings of the target domain. Each data selection is repeated 10 times by using different random seeds, and the final results of the evaluation are averaged. For SNIPS, we keep one intent as the target domain and the rest intents as the source domain. We pre-train the slot filling model on the source domains, then fine-tune and evaluate it on the target domain. We randomly selected 80% of the training data for model training and the remaining 20% for validation. We keep the learning rate for 50 epochs and save the parameters that give the best performance on the validation set. Finally, we report the F 1 -score of the semantic slots on the test set with parameters that have achieved the best F 1 -score on the validation set. The F 1 -score is calculated using CoNLL evaluation script 4 . 6) Significance Test: We use McNemar's test to establish the statistical significance of a method over another (p < 0.05).
D. Main Results
We first compare different label embeddings by exploiting BLSTM-softmax models for slot filling, except for CT and ZAT. BLSTM-CRF models with the scalar and biliner transition modules are then investigated in Section VI-D4.
The results on DSTC 2&3 dataset are shown in Table IV . By comparing the column "DSTC3 train" with "+DSTC2 train", we can see performances on the target domain are improved dramatically due to that the parameters are pre-trained on the source domain. Row 1-2 show that sharing the output weights of reused labels (see Equation (7)) can help transfer knowledge from DSTC2 to DSTC3. By comparing the baselines with our proposed methods, most of our methods can outperform all baselines on both single domain and domain adaptation tasks. Notably, by using label embeddings extracted from slot exemplars with the pre-trained biLMs of ELMo, the slot filling model can achieve the best results (78.58% and 87.55%). Table V shows the performances of domain adaptation on AICar dataset with three domains. We take each domain as the AICAR DATASET WITH THREE DOMAINS. WE TRAIN AND EVALUATE ON EACH TARGET DOMAIN AND PRE-TRAIN THE SLOT FILLING  MODEL ON THE REST TWO SOURCE DOMAINS. COLUMNS REPRESENT DIFFERENT PROPORTIONS OF THE TRAINING DATA IN THE TARGET DOMAIN,  DEFINED IN SECTION VI-C5. THE RESULTS IN BOLD BLACK ARE THE BEST F 1 SCORES. TIME PER BATCH REFERS TO TRAINING AND TESTING TIMES ON  GEFORCE GTX 1080 TI target domain one by one and leave the rest two as the source domains. We evaluate the baselines and our methods with parts of the training data on the target domain, which range from 1 to 100 percent. We also test the pre-trained models even without the target training data (zero-shot). From Table V , we can find that:
• Two zero-shot baselines (CT and ZAT) perform better than the One-hot, which benefit from slot descriptions. However, these slot-independent models increase the computation cost sharply since they need to predict an IOB sequence for each slot independently. This could also lead to overlapped slot segmentations and lose the time series dependence of output slots. • Even without the target training data (0%), our methods outperform all the baselines. Especially, atomic concepts can achieve the best performances. Because atomic concepts give an explicit interpretation of slots, which can recombine associated atoms into a new slot. While slot descriptions as word sequences are more complex and may contain synonyms implicitly. Without the target training data, there is no exemplar available for each slot. • With the increasing training data of the target domain, slot F 1 scores of all methods are improved concurrently. • At all data partitions, our proposed methods can achieve the best results and achieve statistically significant gain over the best baseline in most cases. The best performances always lie on atomic concepts and slot descriptions, since they involve more human knowledge than slot exemplars which are just the available training samples. Even so, the slot exemplar-based method can also outperform the baselines in most cases.
1) Input embeddings with pre-trained language model: Besides using pre-trained word embeddings, some advanced pretrained language models (e.g. ELMo [55] , BERT [61] ) can also be used to get input embeddings. However, it is orthogonal to the investigation of label embeddings. Table VI shows results on DSTC3 test set using limited seed instances, indicating that our method can get improvements over different types of input embeddings simultaneously. For BERT, bert-base-cased model 5 is utilized, while it performs worse than ELMo. The reason may be that ELMo could get better generalization for the dataset by using char-based word embeddings.
2) Learning curve: Fig. 5 shows learning curves of different methods when the target domain is FLIGHT and 100% training data is used for fine-tuning. It shows slot F 1 scores on the validation set at increasing numbers of data iteration. We can see that our methods can converge much faster than the baselines without label embeddings. Especially, the "slot 3) Number of slot exemplars: Although we exploit all data samples of the training set as data exemplars for the corresponding slots, it is meaningful to investigate that how many exemplars for each slot are enough. Fig. 6 shows the number of slot exemplars used versus performance on FLIGHT domain. If there is no training data for fine-tuning, more exemplars usually give better performance. If there is an amount of labelled data for training, the performance is dominated by the size of training data in the target domain. 4) CRF layer: We also apply a CRF layer to model the time series dependence of output labels, which CT and ZAT cannot model. We want to know whether label embeddings can improve different slot filling models. Table VII shows the results of using different label embeddings with or without the CRF layer, in the case that FLIGHT is the target domain and 10% training data is used for fine-tuning. From the table, we can see that CRF layers give improvements for the baseline and our methods. Compared to the traditional scalar transition model (as shown in Equation (4)), our proposed bilinear transition model (as shown in Section V-D) can improve significantly. The bilinear model calculates the transition score of two labels depending on their label embeddings, which shares transition patterns of related labels. It helps mitigate the data sparsity problem. 5) Discussions about varied slot descriptions: Different from atomic concepts or slot exemplars which can be in a united form, slot descriptions in natural language would be varied due to different domain experts or developers. Five participants were asked to describe each slot in the FLIGHT domain. The average length of slot descriptions from different participants varies from 6.2 to 7.7. If we use these slot descriptions in the "slot description (BLSTM)" method when FLIGHT is target domain and 10% training data can be used for fine-tuning, slot F 1 scores range from 84.66% to 86.43%. As shown in Table VIII , our method seems robust to varied slot descriptions. 6) Results on SNIPS dataset: We also report results on the SNIPS public dataset where one intent are kept as the target domain and the rest intents serve as the source domain. Only 50 train instances of the target domain can be utilized for finetuning, which are chosen in random. All 7 intents play a role of the target domain one by one, and the slot F 1 scores are averaged over seven target domains. As shown in Table IX , our methods can also outperform the baselines. Especially, the "slot exemplar (BiLMs)" method achieves the best slot F 1 score.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed prior knowledge-driven label embedding for the NLU slot filling task to address the data sparsity problem (especially label space data sparsity). It requires human knowledge about slot definitions to consider slot relations into the label embeddings. We investigate three different kinds of prior knowledge about slots and the corresponding encoding methods: atomic concepts, slot descriptions and slot exemplars. These label embeddings are fused with different traditional slot filling models (e.g., BLSTM-softmax and BLSTM-CRF). Notably, we propose a novel label transition model based on label embeddings for CRF. The proposed approaches are evaluated on three datasets (DSTC 2&3, AICar and SNIPS) in the settings of single domain and especially domain adaptation. From the experimental results, we find that these label embeddings involving prior knowledge can significantly improve the performances and efficiencies over traditional slot filling models. The proposed label embedding based slot filling framework shows promising perspectives of future improvements:
• The slot exemplar encoding relies on a pre-trained and high qualified BiLM which is fixed. In future work, we will develop a trainable encoder for slot exemplars. • There are a few other kinds of prior knowledge, like the hierarchical dependency of domain-intent-slot [40] . Graph neural networks (GNN) have been applied to encode structured data [62] , [63] . Applying GNN to encode structured knowledge is one of the future work. • Nowadays, developing NLU systems for certain narrow domains independently is the mainstream approach. It costs much to collect data, while it is convenient for domain experts or developers to provide a few domain definitions (prior knowledge). Combination of deep learning-based slot filling and prior knowledge of narrow domains will be a promising research direction.
